ABSTRACT: Range query has a crucial role in large-scale data analysis. Unfortunately, the performance may be severely degraded by data skew. Such problem is often faced in large-scale parallel databases, peer-to-peer (P2P) systems as well as in
Range partitioning maps tuples to partitions according to a partitioning key. This scheme is the most common type of partitioning and is often used with dates [2] . A key requirement in such systems is that the data has to be uniformly partitioned on all nodes. This requirement is challenging to enforce when the input data is skewed. Data skew is a well-known concern in range partitioning where only few partitions (nodes) may be more loaded than others. In that case, data migration approaches are an appealing solution. The out-of-range data has to be moved from the over-loaded area to under-loaded one in order to satisfy the storage balance requirement.
Data movement must be accompanied by a change in the partition statistics (partition boundaries, neighbors loads, and the position of the most and least loaded node, ..., etc.). All nodes/clients of the system must be aware of these changes in order to decide whether to call the balancing algorithm and address the right node. One of the dominant measures that has to be optimized in such a situation is communication cost. The focus is on the solutions that reduce the cost of maintaining data distribution information when resolving the skewed data problem.
Several methods have been proposed to deal with data skew problem while preserving data order. Data skew is a significant problem for multiple communities, such as parallel databases [3] , Cloud computing [4] , Peer-To-Peer systems [5] , and text classification [6] . Most of the proposed approaches are based on tuples migration between nodes [7] [8] [9] [10] . These works are generally using two universal strategies: node migration and neighbor item exchange. However, most of these approaches need global load statistics to maintain load balancing. The cost of getting perfect partition statistics in a fully distributed system is at least O (log n) messages (n is the number of nodes). Other approaches have been proposed to minimize the effect of skew, particularly, with range partitioning, such as the histograms [11] . The common challenge between all of these works is how to maintain partition statistics with a low communication cost. Work in [12] is an efficient technique to reduce the cost of maintaining partition statistics. Our work is complementary to this one. Ganesan et al., [10] proposed an online load balancing algorithm on a linearly ordered nodes/disks. Their algorithm called ADJUSTLOAD guarantees a low imbalance ratio between the maximum and the minimum load among nodes. Although, the ADJUSTLOAD algorithm is easy to state, each balancing operation may require global load information, that may be expensive in term of operations costs. Their algorithm uses a data structure called skip graph [13] to maintain load information and ensure efficient range queries. Each invoked balancing operation may require global information with a cost of O (log n) messages. Moreover, a change of partition boundaries between neighbors in loadbalancing will necessitate a change in the two skip graphs used.
In this paper, we improve the Ganesan et al.'s work by reducing the cost of maintaining partition statistics. We propose OPTIMA, an on-line balancing technique of range partitioned data with approximate load information. Our algorithm uses the same primitive operations, NBRADJUST and REORDER as in Ganesan et al. The primitive NBRADJUST transfers the surplus of data from the current node to one of its neighbors. The primitive REORDER changes the nodes order to achieve the storage balancing requirements. As a result, the partition boundaries change as well as the data size of the affected partitions. However, our algorithm is not based on skip graphs to maintain partition statistics. The key point of our contribution is the imperfect partitioning vector (IPV), where, both nodes and clients have approximate information on data distribution statistics. Each entry IPV [i] in this vector, is an estimate of partition boundaries and data size related to node Ni. After a balancing operation, the participating nodes may change their own boundaries. These nodes do not need to inform the other ones by these changes. The clients use their IPV to direct the queries. As a result, clients may address the wrong node when their IPV are outdated. Nevertheless, whenever an interaction happens between two peers (node or client), they exchange their IPV in order to correct each other. Our solution outperforms the state-of-the-art methods in terms of communication cost. There is no additional cost for maintaing load statistic as in Ganesan et al. By the solution we propose, we are targeting parallel range partitioned databases that have to deal with the frequent end users requests while being continuously supplied in real time from multiple sources (e.g., Wireless sensor networks where data is inserted continuously in a parallel database). Note that in this case, the major risk that can be faced is data skew. This would influence negatively the performance of parallel processing (such as range queries). We propose to improve Ganesan et al.'s work and other works that use skip graphs to avoid the additional cost related to maintaining the partition statistics. This allows heavy loaded nodes to dynamically adjust the boundaries of their ranges by migrating data to less loaded ones. We avoid using a central site or indexes to maintain load information. OPTIMA may be applicable to a wide range of applications and is transparent to the users. An example of such applications includes the road traffic monitoring services [14] and basic database operations like parallel sorting and parallel join in a heavy skewed environment. This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we present some preliminaries required to understand our proposal. We describe the system model in Section 3. In Section 4, we present the OPTIMA approach. We experimentally evaluate it in Section 5. Finally, we discuss the related work in Section 6.
Background and Motivation

Definitions
Partition: A partition is a node which is associated with a unique partition boundary for a given relation. As used herein, "node" refers to a partition.
Range Partitioning: A technique that distributes the tuples of a table according to the intervals containing the values of one or more attributes (partitioning key).
Range Query: A well-known database operation. It returns all tuples between two specified values (upper and lower boundaries). For example, list all employees with 5 to 10 years' experience. Executing range queries in an environment suffering from data imbalance significantly affects the running time of this request.
Load Balance Operation: It alters defined partition boundaries and moves tuples between nodes according to the new boundaries with the effect of reducing the system skew for highly loaded nodes.
Imbalance Ratio: A value measured as the ratio between the largest and the smallest load. The higher the ratio, the greater the degree of imbalance.
Neighbor Item Exchange:
Balancing data distribution is done by transferring tuples from overloaded nodes to the less loaded ones. The need to preserve data order (for efficient processing of client range queries) requires that any element exchange has to be performed only between logically neighboring nodes i.e. nodes managing contiguous intervals.
Node Reorder: There are situations where under-loaded nodes are not contiguous with the overloaded node. In that case, one of the under-loaded distant nodes can move away from its logical area, join the overloaded node and take some of their keys. This operation seems more efficient; however, a large number of message exchanges are necessary for the location of the remote node and for the maintenance of the overlay structure. Both of the two concepts (neighbor item exchange and node reorder) are presented in the figure 1. It guarantees a small imbalance ratio between the largest load and the smallest one. This ratio is always bounded by a small constant which is 4.24. The algorithm uses two operations:
• NBRADJUT: The node N i transfers its surplus of data to one of its neighbors (N i+1 or N i-1 , it depends on the least loaded neighbor). Data migration may change the boundaries of N i and the neighbor receiving data.
• REORDER: The least loaded node (N r ) among all the nodes transfers its entire content to one of its neighbors and change its logical position to share data with the node performing the load balancing algorithm.
In both operations, the over-loaded node requires non-local information (neighbors load, the position of the most and least loaded node). A given node attempts to shed its load whenever its load increases by a factor . For some constant c, Ganesan et al. define a sequence of thresholds T i = c i for all i < 1. The node N i attempts to trigger the ADJUSTLOAD procedure whenever its load L (N i ) is greater than its threshold T i . When = 2, they call their algorithm the Doubling Algorithm. The ADJUSTLOAD procedure works as well when , the golden ratio. They call their algorithm that operates at that ratio, the Fibbing Algorithm. They prove that the ADJUSTLOAD procedure running on that ratio would guarantee the imbalance ratio σ of 3 = 4.237.
To analyze the cost of a load-balancing algorithm, Ganesan et al., propose three types of costs:
• Data Movement: Moving a key from one node to another is counted as a unit cost.
• Partition Change: Moving data from one node to another changes node's boundaries. This change has to be broadcasted to the other nodes so that the next insertion or deletion goes to the right node.
• Load Information: When executing the load-balancing algorithm, the node has to know neighbors loads and maybe the positions of the most and least-loaded node.
Ganesan et al. use two skip graphs. Skip graphs are circular linked lists [15] , in which every node has log(n) pointers. Routing between two nodes needs O (log n) messages. The first skip graph is used to get neighbors loads (one message) and to route range queries to the appropriate node. The second skip graph is used to get the positions of the most and least loaded node in the system (O (log n) messages for locality plus costs of updating the two skip graphs).
System Model
In this section, we define a simple abstraction of a parallel database and make some considerations:
set of n nodes connected by a fast-local area network as in a Shared-Nothing architecture. We consider a relation (or a data set) divided into n range partitions on the basis of a key attribute, with boundaries R 0 < R 1 < … < R n . The node Ni manages a range [R i-1 , R i ]. We consider that the nodes are ordered by their ranges, this ordering defines left and right relationships between them.
• U = {C 1 , C 2 , …, C m }, a set of m clients performing insert, delete or range queries. Point queries can be considered as special case of range queries, where upper and lower bounds are equal. The clients may join or leave the system at any time. At this level, we do not consider the scalability of the system, which means that the nodes do not leave and join the network. However, we believe that our solution may be easily adapted to a scalable environment.
• Nodes and clients do not necessarily have the real information about the data distribution across the nodes (partition statistics). Instead, they have their own potentially imperfect partitioning vector (IPVn for nodes and IPVc for clients), which may differ from the real one.
• Each node N j has its own imperfect partitioning vector IPVn. An entry IPVn[i] in this vector (for i different from j), is an estimate of partition boundaries and data size related the node N i . The entry IPVn [j] contains exact information about partition boundaries and data size of the node N j .
• Each client has its own imperfect partitioning vector IPVc. An entry IPVc [i] in this vector, is an estimate of partition boundaries and data size related to the node N i . Clients use their imperfect partitioning vector IPVc to find the right nodes for insert, delete or search operations.
• We assume that each node N i sets a local load threshold. When the load goes outside this limit, the node performs a loadbalancing operation with its neighbors. This operation updates the partition boundaries of the participating nodes.
• Our load balancing algorithm is invoked on a node at which the insert or delete is occurring or a node receiving data from its neighbors. At this stage, we assume that no central site is used to direct queries. We also ignore concurrency control issues and consider only the serial schedule of inserts and deletes, interleaved with the executions of the load-balancing algorithm. An architecture of our solution is presented in Figure 2 . 
Our Approach
The main feature of the OPTIMA approach is the IPV concept, where each node or client has an imperfect knowledge about the partition statistics. Based on this knowledge, the node performs a load balancing whenever its load passes a local threshold. It invokes the NBRADJUST procedure that transfers the out-of-range data and its vector towards its neighbors if it is possible, else, it performs the REORDER procedure. The neighbor, after having received the data, performs the load balancing algorithm and eventually updates its vector. The process is repeated at each node receiving the data until the whole system is balanced.
Whenever a message is exchanged between two nodes or between a node and a client, the imperfect partitioning vector IPV is also included (piggybacked in the sent message), so that the node or the client receiving the message can compare it with its own statistics to hold the most recent value for each entry in its own vector (IPV). In this way, the most recent values, regarding the boundaries of partitions and their sizes, are thus propagated in the system asynchronously. We describe in the following sections the IPV concept.
Node Imperfect Partitioning Vector (IPVn)
Consider that the node partition statistics are encoded in a vector IPVn [1, n] • Insert or delete queries. The client sends the data to insert or to delete with its IPVc. In that case, the local data size and the last updating time are adjusted accordingly. IPVn entries related to the other nodes are eventually updated using the received client IPVc. The most recent value among the two vectors is used.
• Range queries sent by clients. In that case, only the older entries in the node vector are eventually updated using the received client IPVc.
• Data migration from the current node to one of its neighbors or vice versa. In that case, local data size, boundaries and last updating time are updated accordingly. Other vector entries are also eventually updated using the received node IPVn.
Client Imperfect Partitioning Vector (IPVc)
The data stored in the nodes is manipulated through the insert, delete and range queries sent by the clients. Consider that the client partition statistics are encoded in a vector IPVc [1, m] • The client searches for a node N i so that:
Upper_Bound. Then, it sends a message to N i containing the tuple to insert, delete or to search. The local IPVc vector is also included in the same message.
• A node N i receiving the request, checks whether the included key k fits its range, if so, it executes the specified request (insert, delete or just point-search), updates eventually its partition statistics (the IPVc [i] .Load and IPVc [i] .Last_update fields in the case of an insert or delete request) and sends a positive acknowledge consisting of its IPVn to the client.
• If k is outside the node's range, a vector adjustment message (VAM) including a negative acknowledge and the current IPVn is sent to the client.
• If a client receives a positive acknowledgment from the node, it just updates its vector if it was outdated. Else, if it receives an adjustment message, it updates its vector and repeats the operation until receiving a positive acknowledgment.
Data Load Balancing Algorithm
Our load balancing algorithm uses the two universal load balancing primitives, REORDER and NBRADJUST as in Ganesan et al.'s work. However, we use the IPV concept to maintain the global load information instead of using the skip graphs. Our algorithm, that we call DataLB, is presented bellow (Algorithm 1). A node N i executes the load balancing algorithm whenever its load increases beyond a threshold T i . The algorithm uses its partitioning vector to check if data can be shared with the lightly loaded neighbors (line 2). If the load of one of its neighbors is less than half of N i 's load, then N i performs the primitive NBRADJUST to average out the load with it (lines 3-10). Else, N i attempts to perform REORDER with the least loaded node in the system. The algorithm gets the position of the least-loaded node (N r ) from the node IPVn (line 12), if the load of N r is less than a quarter of N i 's load, N r sends all of its data to its lightly loaded neighbors (line 15) and changes its position to take over half of N i 's load (line [16] [17] . If N i is unable to perform neither item exchange nor node reorder, we conclude that the system load is balanced.
Experimental Evaluation
In this Section, we present results from our simulation of the OPTIMA approach on a network of 8 nodes and 2 clients. Processing node software and client software were executed on machines with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-5500U CPU@2.40GHz and 8GiB of RAM. Both nodes and clients were connected through a Gigabit Ethernet network. Algorithms are implemented in C language using the Message Passing Library (Open MPI).
In the experiments, we present the algorithm for the insert-only case. This case is simpler to analyze and provides general ideas on how to deal with the general case. It is also of practical interest because in many applications, as in a file sharing, deletions rarely occur. In order to evaluate the new approach in heavy skewed environment, the system is studied under a simulation model that we call HOTSPOT. All insert operations are directed to a single hot node. We use a sequence of 5*104 frequent insert operations. We consider that the messaging costs are independent of the network and CPU performance. The basic performance factors of our load balancing mechanism are:
The imbalance ratio between the most loaded node and the least loaded one. • The number of addressing errors, that a client may make when sending a request to the nodes.
• Data movement, all the load balancing algorithms need to move data from one node to another in order to achieve balance.
• The number of invocation of DataLB algorithm.
Imbalance Ratio
First of all, we evaluate the imbalance ratio σ. We measure the imbalance ratio as the ratio between the largest and smallest load after each insert operation. We consider that, at the beginning, all loads are at least 1. As the system's thresholds are an infinite, increasing geometric sequence, as in Ganesan et al.'s work, we measure the imbalance ratio with three values of the factor is the golden ratio, . Figure 3 shows the imbalance ratios (Y-axis) against the number of insert operations (X-axis). Figure 3 . The imbalance ratio when δ = ϕ, δ =2 and δ = 4. When δ = ϕ, the curve shows that the imbalance ratio is always bounded by a constant 6 and it converges to 1.8 after 2*104 operations unlike the imbalance ratio of Ganesan et al., that is bounded by 4.24 and converges towards 3.3. The spikes in the curve mean that an invocation of DataLB algorithm has been lunched. The curve presents several variations at the beginning because the nodes are in the growing phase where data is loaded. At the beginning, all the insert operations are sent towards the node N 1 . The successive invocations of the load balancing algorithm lead to a variation of the partition boundaries (the range of N 1 will be reduced so that the data will be oriented towards one of the neighbors). When δ = 2, the growing phase presents big variations in the ratio, thereafter, the ratio values converge to 2. However, the results of the 3 rd experiment are different from the previous ones, the ratio values are larger and converge towards 5.
Client Adjustment Messages
After a balancing operation, two nodes at least change their partition boundaries due to the data migration, which leads to changing the partitioning vectors of these two nodes. The client with an outdated vector can address a wrong node that has changed its boundaries. In our set of experiments, we were interested in determining how efficiently a client obtains a true view about the nodes. We measure the number of times the client sends a query to a wrong node and hence makes an addressing error and receives a vector adjustment message (VAM). The results showed in figure 4 present a rapid increase of addressing errors number in the growing phase (from 1 to 1000 insert operations). This comes back to the fact that there is a frequent invocation of the balancing algorithm, and therefore a frequent change of the partition boundaries. We consider that client's vector converges to the true state after the growing phase.
Performance Analysis
For balancing loads among nodes, we are also concerned with the minimization of the movement cost as much as possible. After measuring the imbalance ratio and the client vector adjustment, we next measure the data movement cost. Figure 5 plots the cumulative number of tuples migrated by our algorithm (Y-axis) against the number of insert operations (X-axis) during a run with 1.62 and 2. We observe that in the growing phase, the number of migrated tuples for different values is rising, this is Figure 7 illustrates the number of invocations of our load balancing algorithm (Y-axis) against the number of insert operations (Xaxis) during a run. The observation we make is that the number of invocations of the algorithm increases for the three values of during the growing phase. The number of algorithm invocations presented in the figure 7 was measured when = 1.62, = 2 and = 4. We observe that the number of invocations is relatively high when = 1.62. This comes back to the fact that we are supporting some imbalance situations. 
Related Work
In this section, we describe the current researches that relate to ours achieved load balancing method while supporting range queries.
Cloud Computing: Data-load balancing is one of the key problems of Cloud Computing technology. Clients from different parts of the world are demanding for various services in a rapid rate. That is why efficient solution for handling data skew in Cloud Computing environment should be considered [4] . With recent advances in Cloud Computing, MapReduce has emerged as a powerful tool for distributed and scalable processing of voluminous data [16] . The real-world data are not necessarily uniform and often exhibit remarkable skew. Such skewed distribution of the input or intermediate data can make a small number of mappers or reducers take a significantly longer time to complete than others. There have been many pioneer works dealing with the data skew in MapReduce [17] [18] [19] . Entity resolution [20] is to identify the entities referring to the same entity in the dataset. Many data-load balanced MapReduce algorithms have been proposed in this emerging field of research. Authors in [21] propose two load balancing approaches for data skew handling in MapReduce-based entity resolution: BlockSplit and PairRange, both approaches are able to deal with skewed data distributions and effectively distribute the workload among all reduce tasks by splitting large blocks. Many other techniques have been proposed such us [21] , [22] .
Peer-To-Peer network: In P2P networks [23] , a number of recent load balancing approaches have been proposed [7] , [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Structured P2P networks [29] are an efficient tool for storage and location of data since there is no central server which could become a bottleneck. Many researches have been proposed on search methods in Structured P2P networks, Readers looking for more information are referred to the survey on searching in P2P networks by [5] . The basic load balancing approach in structured P2P networks or distributed hash tables (DHTs) [30] is consistent hashing [24] . Unfortunately, consistent hashing approach destroys data order by randomizing placement of data items which is not applicable to some applications. For example, to support range searching in a database application, the items need to be in a specific order. SkipNet [31] and skip graph [13] are data structures for range searching that are not based on DHTs. Both of them are adapted from Skip Lists [15] . The computational cost of object search in a skip graph and SkipNet networks is O (log n), where n is the number of nodes in the network. Many other data structures answer range queries and ensure a good load balancing in their experiments, e.g., Mercury [32] , Baton [33] , Chordal graphs [34] . However, Mercury requires extra communication cost to estimate the density of the nodes on the identifier ring. Baton is based on a binary balanced tree structure. It guarantees that exact queries and range queries can be answered in O (log n) steps and also that update operations have a cost of O (log n). Chordal graph is based on hierarchical neighborhood search to provide incoming nodes an overview of the network topology. Both Baton and Chordal graph have a cost of O (log n) for searching and routing. However, our method requires a very low cost for maintaining load statistics to answer range queries and ensure data load balancing.
A concurrent work to Ganesan et al.'s work is presented by Karger and Ruhl [35] . The load balancing algorithm is randomized, it offers a high bound on the imbalance ratio (more than 128). In [7] , the team Jakarin et al. has improved the work of Ganesan et al. They consider that ADJUSTLOAD algorithm is not straightforward to be implemented in real networks because it is recursive. So, they present a non-recursive approach using the same primitive operations as in Ganesan et al.'s work. The proposed algorithm guarantees an unbalance ratio of 7.464. However, Jakarin et al use the skip graphs just like Ganesan et al.'s work. The main drawback is the costly maintenance operations of these data structures.
Parallel/Distributed Databases:
A load balance operation in a parallel database is performed as a transaction. Its consequences do not affect other concurrent transactions until all tuples are moved, partition boundaries are updated, and the transaction is committed. Read requests for tuples that are being moved to another node are serviced from existing versions residing at the old node. Write requests for tuples that are being moved either abort, wait, or are forwarded to the new location. Work in [3] propose a multi-reorder operation that finds a sequence of multiple adjacent nodes that have a small average load of any such sequence. This technique uses partition statistics which include an estimate of the number of tuples stored on each node for every relation in the database. Based on this information the system skew is calculated. The problem that could be noted is the cost of maintaining partition statistics.
Discussion:
The above state-of-art presents the existing approaches dealing with the problem of data skew in a range-partitioned data system. These approaches are targeted towards Cloud computing, P2P systems, and parallel databases. The conclusion we could make is that the cost of maintaining load statistics is at least O (log n). Our solution provides load balancing mechanism to handle the data skew for applications where append operations and range queries are dominant. This concerns applications that do not require updating queries but mainly insert, delete and search queries. We provide a strategy for maintaining the global load statistics without any extra communication cost, unlike the state-of-art solutions requiring at least O (log n) additional messages.
Conclusion
The present paper relates to load balancing in parallel database systems. We proposed an effective on-line data load balancing algorithm that deals with the problem of skewed data. Our experimental results that we set in our laboratory show that our approach does not need extra cost of maintain partition statistics as opposed to the cost of efficient solutions from the state-ofart. OPTIMA procedure needs a very low overhead (or almost no cost) to locate the data even in the presence of high degree of skew. Since IPV vectors spread between nodes by being encapsulated in ordinary messages, a variant manipulating aggregated information is being investigated to minimize the size of the exchanged IPVs. This should drastically reduce the network load of the proposed method, degrading, however a little bit the accuracy of the node's addressing scheme.
